Short Resume
Thomas de Bur
(born 1964) Author, Artist, Photographer and Artisan.
He is currently living in the Palatinate / Germany
Two German novels published in 2013:
“Bärenjäger – Der alte Mann vom Berg”
(“Bear Hunter – the old man from the mountain”)
“Verschwörung der Schmetterlinge“
(“Conspiracy of Butterflies”)
Since 2009 he has worked mainly in artistic photography.
In his artistic photography work he has concentrated on individual hand-signed
pieces and small series of valuable gallery pictures.
They are available only in printed form on gallery canvas, Aluminum Dibond or on
Fine Art paper, and in strictly limited editions.
The art works are the finished products from the photographer, original
photographs transformed through a unique, picturesque style into one of a kind
items.
The works of Thomas De Bur blur the boundary between painting and photography
in various manifestations.
The artist refuses to use collages, hand-coloration or similar compositions.
He works exclusively with the captured image and electronic image data of the
original photo, picking out important details in order to communicate the moods
and emotions of the moment.
The picturesque artistic photography of Thomas de Bur and particularly the
'combined black and white technique' invented by him, represent a new direction in
style within artistic photography.
Main Exhibitions:
Art Fair HanseART 2011, Bremen/Germany
International ART FAIR 2012, Groningen/Netherlands
Solo Exhibition: Domizil am Hirschpark, Hamburg-Blankenese/Germany
Solo Exhibition: E.ON Avacon AG, Lüneburg/Germany
Solo Exhibition: Graf Luckner Haus, Wedel/Germany
Biennale “ARTiges 2012“, Ottobrunn/Germany
ART FAIR vision SternwARTe 2012, Observatory Hamburg/Germany
International Gallery MarziART, Hamburg/Germany
Achtzig Gallery of contemporary Art, Berlin/Germany
Art Exhibition, city gallery Wesseling/Germany
Landesgartenschau 2011 (Horticultural show), Norderstedt/Germany
Awards, Nominations & Prizes:
Finalist/12th place ART AWARD 2011, Achtzig Gallery of Contemporary Art, Berlin
Finalist/4th place ART AWARD 2012, Art Society Ottobrunn/Germany
Nominated for the ART AWARD Wesseling 2012, Wesseling/Germany
Thomas de Bur

contact@thomas-de-bur.com

www.thomas-de-bur.com

